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Indulge
Your Spirit
and Restore
Balance to
Your Mind,
Body and
Soul.



SANITAS SIGNATURE MASSAGE  
This is a muscle-relaxing and stress-relieving massage, incorporating both 

soft and strong techniques; the goal is to relax the tissues by massaging 

them with your choice of aromatic oils.

Duration & Price:   40 min €125   /   55 min €175

 80 min €195   /   90 min €230

REFLEXOLOGY 

A concentrated foot massage, performed using a special technique. By 
focusing on specific points on your feet, any tension that you have can 

be relieved.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €180

SpaClassics



RELAXATION MASSAGE 

This careful but intensive massage helps to relieve tension and restore 

your feeling of wellbeing. 

Duration & Price:   40 min  €125

ANTICELLULITE MASSAGE  
This is an intensive massage for the stomach, thighs and legs. It slims 
down the body, eliminates excess adipose deposits, stimulates circulation, 
reduces water retention and relieves muscle fatigue

Duration & Price:   40 min  €165  

 These massages can be given in the room with the supplement of € 25.





Ayurveda is the ancient healing art of India. It teaches that by adopting an 
orderly style of living and using the appropriate nutrition to prevent and 
treat illnesses, you can reach a state of tranquillity and fulfillment. 

ABHYANGA
Performed as hot Ayurvedic oil is poured slowly over the whole body, this 

traditional massage stimulates the body’s energy channels, enhancing 

blood circulation and energy flow. The massage also strengthens your 

immune system and helps remove toxins. It is an exceptional way to relax 

the body, the mind and the soul. 

Duration & Price:   55 min €180

ABHYANGA SYNCHRONIC (4 HANDS)
This synchronous four-hand massage rebalances your energy circulation, 

encourages deep relaxation, fills the body with energy, calms the soul and 

supports the body’s internal equilibrium. 

Duration & Price:   55 min  €255

SHIRODHARA
Hot Ayurvedic oil is poured in a slow and expertly controlled manner 

over the “Ajna” (third eye) chakra and then over the “Sahasrara” (crown) 

chakra, to create a relaxing and calming effect. The unique Ayurvedic oil 

benefits the central nervous system, eliminates symptoms of stress, and 

alleviates insomnia and headaches. 

Duration & Price:   50 min  €160

SHIROABHYANGA
A combination of Abhyanga and Shirodhara, for ultimate tranquillity. The 

application of hot, spicy oils relaxes your body, mind and soul. 

Duration & Price:   80 min  €215

Ayurvedic
Treatments





 A popular pastime among the upper-class and the commoners alike, 
hammams have been culturally significant places during the Ottoman 
period. They not only served the purpose of cleansing and relaxing the 
body but were also venues for socializing and celebrating, especially 
among women, who would chat, feast on home-made foods and sing 
or dance during their hammam outings. At Sanitas, the Turkish-bath 
session comforts and nourishes the body in the traditional oriental 
manner. Its soothing warmth and exotic aromas recreate the authentic, 
luxurious atmosphere of Turkish baths enjoyed by the sultans 
themselves. 

PASHA TREATMENT
The body is carefully rubbed with a textured mitt and covered with the 
fragrant froth of soap, which cleanses and revitalises the skin, creating 
a feeling of relaxation and well-being.

Duration & Price:   40 min   €135 

SHERAZAD TREATMENT 
In addition to the Pasha Treatment, special aromatic oils and circular 
massage movements in typical hammam fashion are used to revitalise 
the muscles while particular attention is paid to the scalp, hands and 
feet.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €165 

VIP TREATMENT
This is a deluxe treatment for a special occasion. Your ritual begins 
with a body-peeling scrub of your choice , where either grape seed, 
coffee, brown sugar, or honey crystals are applied to your body. As 
you lie enveloped in the froth of aromatic soaps, your scalp, hands 
and feet are massaged by a therapist using special oils and circular 
movements. The ritual ends with a traditional sherbet service. You will 
also receive a complimentary hammam souvenir set at the end of this 
treatment. 

Duration & Price:   80 min   €255 

Turkish
Bath





ASIAN SPELL 
A deep-pressure massage originating from Bali, which uses medium-
depth strokes and focuses on the body’s pressure points to reach sub-
surface layers of muscle. This massage helps to relieve muscle tension 
and subtly balances the body’s energies, for a heightened sense of 
wellbeing. 

Duration & Price:   55 min  €180  /  80 min  €210 

LA STONE THERAPY  
A massage based on ancient Indian healing methods, in which stones 
of hot basalt and cold marble are placed on the body’s energy points. 
The pressure and temperature of the stones help to improve the blood 
circulation in the body’s tissues and relieve stubborn tensions.

Duration & Price:   80 min   €210

THAI MASSAGE 
This means the traditional treatment massage of Thailand. This technique 
uses pressure from the hands to stimulate the flow of body fluids, the 
internal workings, and the natural energy in the body. This vigour balances 
the body, keeps it healthy, and helps it to breath and work more efficiently. 
With simple pressure techniques the body is balanced and a stronger 
flow of energy is achieved. Thai is applied with comfortable clothing along 
with stretching movements.

Duration & Price:   55 min  €200  /  80 min  €225 

THAI FOOT MASSAGE 
An energising foot and leg treatment inspired by traditional Thai massage 
techniques. The treatment begins with an exfoliation and indulgent soak 
of the feet to leave them feeling fresh and soft. Gentle stretching of the 
legs and hips helps to relax the muscles prior to massage of the feet 
and lower legs. This traditional massage includes the use of an authentic 
wooden stick from Thailand, used to apply stroking, draining and pressure 
techniques to the feet. A soothing application of body cream to the feet 
and lower leg concludes this wonderful treatment.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €195  /   80 min   €215 
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SHIATSU 
The name of this traditional Japanese treatment means “finger pressure”. 
Shiatsu is performed as the guest lies on the floor in comfortable attire. 
The expert therapist relaxes the stressed areas of the body with his or her 
hands, knees and feet, removing aches and discomfort. 

Duration & Price:   55 min   €200

CAPRICE GOLD MASSAGE 
Consisting of a unique combination of sweet almond oil, palm oil and 24 
carat gold particles, the massage oil protects the skin from free radicals 
and gives an amazing sparkle and youth. The massage removes negative 
energy and regulates the flow of energy by opening up blocked energy 
points in the body. It stabilizes the cell renewal and cell functions by 
increasing the production of oxygen. Gold therapy is one of the most 
effective and natural anti-aging methods.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €275

MANDARA MASSAGE (4 HANDS)
The Mandara Spa Signature treatment is performed by two therapists 
working together in rhythmic harmony. This massage combines five 
traditional styles - Japanese Shiatsu, Thai, Lomi Lomi, Swedish and 
Balinese massage - or can be provided in the style of massage you prefer 
to promote pure spiritual pleasure. 

Duration & Price:   55 min   €255

LOMI LOMI NUI 
This is the queen of the temple massages that are a spiritual heritage of 

Hawaiian culture. The massage is performed with a variety of synchronised 

movements of the lower arm and the elbow, to stimulate a feeling of deep 

relaxation. 

Duration & Price:   80 min   €240

JET-LAG PACKAGE 
It is often difficult for the human body to adjust to a new time zone. The 
process usually gives way to exhaustion, stress, water loss and muscle 
cramps. Now, you can easily free yourself from the unpleasant effects of 
jet lag. Our package consisting of a 40-minute Turkish Bath, a 40-minute 
Classic Massage, and an Express Face Treatment will leave you relaxed 
and revitalised. 

Duration & Price:   120 min   €390 

JourneysSpa



SANITAS COUPLE MASSAGE 
Enjoy the romantic ambience in our special couples’ massage room. Your 
unforgettable spa ritual begins with a foot massage to ease any tension in 
your body, and concludes with a scalp and face massage.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €310 

SANITAS ROMANTIC COUPLE MASSAGE 
As with the standard Sanitas Couple Massage, your spa ritual benefits from 
the romantic ambience of our special couples’ massage room. It begins 
with body peeling and continues with a foot massage to ease any tension 
in your body, and concludes with a scalp and face massage. The Romantic 
Couple Massage is then enhanced with fruit in our relaxation room. You will 
also receive a complimentary souvenir at the end of this treatment. 

Duration & Price:   120 min   €685 

RitualsCouple



SANITAS ETERNAL DUET FOR CELEBRATIONS 
This journey begins with a steam bath, or sauna, before we welcome you 
to our traditional Turkish hammam, where your body is exfoliated. You are 
then covered in the fragrant froth of scented soaps before being massaged. 
Afterwards, you enjoy the romantic ambience of our couples’ massage 
room, where the spa ritual begins with a foot massage to ease any tension 
in your body, and concludes with a scalp and face massage. To complete 
this treatment, we offer fruit in our relaxation room. You will also receive a 
complimentary souvenir set at the end of this treatment. 

Duration & Price:   120 min   €710 

* These massages can be given in the room with the supplement of €30. 

** As performed by 2 therapist, in-room supplement is €60. 





SELVERT CLASSIC FACE TREATMENTS
Enjoy a skin cleansing, deep cleansing with vapour and peeling after a 
skin test. The individual care The Individual Care Programme is suitable 
for every type of skin, frees the skin from toxins, moisturizes it and gives it 
a soft and silky appereance. Combined with different care types, Classic 
Care Programmes relieve swelling and wrinkles and return the skin to its 
lively appereance. The Classic Skin Care Programmes include the "Men's 
Care" Programme special for men.

•	Cleansing	Treatment	
•	Moustirising	Facial	Treatment
•	Treatment	For	Sensitive	Skin
•	Firming	Treatment(Thalgo	&	Selvert)
•	Oxygeneting	Treatment	For	Asphyted	Skin
•	Renovating	Treatment	For	Sensitive	Skin
•	Rehydrating	Treatment	For	Dry	Skins
•	Renovating	Treatment	For	Sensitive	Skin
•	Thalgo	Deep	Cleansing	Treatment
•	Thalgo	Bio	Shooting	Treatment

Duration & Price:   60 min  €210 

EXCLUSIVE FACE TREATMENTS
Enjoy a skin cleansing, deep cleansing with vapour and peeling after a skin 
test. Care programmes covered by Selvert are special care programmes 
administrated for specific skin requirements. You'll start feeling  the effects 
of the Special Skin Care Programmes as soon as they are administered. 
The positive effects on your skin, such as intense moisturizing, lifting and 
wrinkling smoothening, will be maintained for long periods of time.

•	Selvert	Aqua	21		•	Optimale	DNA	Vital			•	Vitasphares	C	Treatment

Duration & Price:   60 min  €290 

COLLAGEN  FACE TREATMENT 
These programmes involve essences containing collagen, which increases 
the generation of anti-ageing hormones in the skin. In this way, the 
programmes slow down the skin’s natural ageing process.  

Duration & Price:   60 min   €375 

Face
Treatments





ANTI-AGING FACE TREATMENTS
These programmes involve essences that contain collagen, a substance 
necessary for skin support that increases the generation of anti-aging 
hormones in the skin. Pure collagen intensely moisturizes and tightens 
the skin, smoothening wrinkles and clarifying facial features. Le Elexir Anti- 
Aging care involves the process of giving the skin a young appearance 
through herbal hormones derived from moss. The natural aging process 
of the skin is slowed down.

•	Cell	Vitale		Anti-Age		
•	Cell	Vitale		Hydratante		
•	Cell	Vitale		Purfiant
•	Hyaluronique	Ligne
•	Cold	Marine	Treatment

Duration & Price:   60 min   €355

DELICATESSEN FACE TREATMENTS
You will notice the incoming energy literally from your kitchen to your body. 
Feel the power of nature. Delicious scents with minerals will pamper you 
and intensely moisturize with our Delicatessen Skin Pampering series.

•	Thermal	Strawberry	Passion	Fruit	Delight
•	Thermal	Cereall	Mix	With	Avacado

Duration & Price:   60 min   €300 

EYE TREATMENTS 
This treatment provides softening and refreshing care for the sensitive 
area around the eyes. Lymphatic drainage is conducted to soften the area 
around the eyes during care.

•	Cell	Vitale	Eye	Contour	
•	Hyaluronic	Eye	Patch	Mask

Duration & Price:   40 min    €135 

Face
Treatments





SELVERT GOLD FACE TREATMENT
Pure gold is a secret used by   priviliged and wealthy people for centuries 
in order to have young and beautiful skin. The developments in technology 
and chemical industry make it possible to use this ancient secret today, 
too. Moreover, you don’t need to be a queen anymore to use to this 
secret.

*Provides thightening and  firming:  Gold prevents the  sagging of the skin 
by slowing down the potent inhibitors of collagen and elastin corruption. 
Creating a robust and healthy skin cells by triggering cell proliferation in 
the basal layer provides a tightening effect on the skin.

*Reduces the  appearance of  fine  lines  and  wrinkles: The  skin  with 
gamma-PGA is removed with the formula of gold superior hydration. While 
keeping skin smoother and more elastic, the formula moisturizes and 
gives the skin a glowing appearance. Gold helps to  prevent premature 
aging of the  skin  by  fighting free  radicals that can harm skin.Provides 
gleaming skin and glittering appearance.

Duration & Price:   60 min   €485

Face
Treatments





SELVERT GOLD BODY CARE
This special ritual provides skin rejuvenation and tightening with gold 
maintenance. The effects will be indispensable with the special oils, 
minerals and in-depth hydration caused by the products. Intense skin 
moisturizers increase elasticity to uplift the body. Subsequently, a silky 
feeling is obtained with aromatic massage oils, leaving a wonderful scent.

Duration & Price:   75 min   €510

SEAWEED BODY & SEAWEED BODY GEL TREATMENTS
By  applying seaweed in the  microgranular form,  the  body is purified of 
toxins and tightens up, and the treatment also stimulates metabolism. It 
helps diminish water and fat deposits, and at the same time, it has the 
characteristics of effective moistening. The skin and the tissues are fed 
with minerals and elements the body is in need of and it effectivelyincreases 
the feeling.

Duration & Price:   55 min   €175

ANTI-CELLULITE BODY WRAP 
This special treatment has been designed to provide a highly efficient 

solution to localised weight problems. It eliminates excess adipose 

deposits, stimulates circulation, reduces water retention and relieves 

muscle fatigue. 

Duration & Price:   55 min   €175

BLOOD CIRCULATION BODY TREATMENTS
For  intensive silhouette refining, this  gel  wrap is rich  in marine minerals 
and  vitamins and  detoxifies the  body.  It is ideal  for firming  slack  
muscle tone and relieving tired and heavy legs.

Duration & Price:   60 min  €300

Body
Treatments



DELICATESSEN BODY TREATMENTS
Feel the power of nature on your body. You will almost notice the energy 
right from your kitchen to your body.  Your whole body will experience 
pampering, intense moisture and minerals with the delicious scents of the 
delicatessen series.
•	Delicatessen	Selection	Wrapped	İn	Yoghurt	Mousse
•	Thermal	Combination	Of	Citric	Fruit	İn	Red	Wine	
•	Chocolate	Fondue	Souffle	With	Coffee	Aroma	
•	Mixture	Served	With	Vanilla	And	Coconut

Duration & Price:  75 min   €325 

REMODELLING & SLIMMING BODY TREATMENT 
Coloured mud masks made using red and grey mud are used on the area  

according to the regional needs of the body. Body building is a way of 

activating the region in line with your needs. Your body will be tightened 

and  feel thinner. Starting with a peeling and  continuing with an active 

fitness massage, the mask is applied to the activated regions. The mask 

is applied to the activated regions. Active intense massage movements 

create slimming and  firming  effects in the regional areas of your  body.

Duration & Price:  75 min   €350

FIRMING BODY TREATMENT (LOCAL)
This treatment protects against the loss of skin elasticity and can return 

the body to its original form for professional women wanting to maintain 

epidermis tissue isometrically. It protects binding proteins, determines the 

contours of the skin and prevents the loss of elasticity.

Duration & Price:  60 min   €325

Body
Treatments







COMPLETE & FACE TREATMENT
This  is a gentle quick fix facial  that  can  be  tailored to  suit  all skin  types 
if you are "tight for time” or as an “introduction facial". A combination of 
our professional cosmeceutical facial products will be selected in order to 
combat and  target your  specific skin concerns and  needs.

•	Deep	Cleansing	Skin	Treatment
•	Anti-aging	Skin	Treatment
•	Complete	&	Fast	Hydrating

Duration & Price:  40 min  €120

SELVERT FACE MASK
These masks remove all impurities, oil, dirt leaving your skin feeling fresh 
and smooth. These masks are great for all skin types, even for sensitive 
skin. From gently peeling away impurities to revealing revitalized, cleaner, 
younger looking skin, facial masks have become an essential part of 
skincare routine.

•	Peel	Of	Mask	Soothing
•	Peel	Of	Mask	Hydrating
•	Peel	Of	Mask	Firming
•	Peel	Of	Mask	Antioxidant
Duration & Price:  25 min   €85

SELVERT BODY MASK
Selvert body mask, which hydrates, softens and rejuvenates the skin, gives 
it a glow and smoothness. This tasty procedure improves the mood and 
reduces irritability and stress levels, calms, creates an internal feeling of 
harmony and comfort. A body mask that saturates the skin with minerals, 
softens, gives a glow and improves the production of serotonins– natural 
hormones of happiness.

•	Selvert		Yogurt	Mousse	Body	Mask
•	Selvert	Gel	Jam	Body	Mask
•	Selvert	Gel	For	Rice	Body	Mask

Duration & Price:  25 min   €120

Spa
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BROWN SUGAR PEELING
This classical Mediterranean treatment supported with brown sugar, salts 
and aromatic oils cleanses the dead cells in the body while making your 
skin soft and smooth as much as possible thanks to its rich moisturizing 
effect. 

Duration & Price:  25 min  €100

COFFEE PEELING
External factors may affect skin in different ways such as changing 
pigmentations, or loss in vibrance and resilience.  Applying a blend of 
aromatic oils and coffee granules on the skin removes dead cells on the 
surface, which deeply cleanses and nourishes the skin. Caffeine has the 
power to burn fat. It also speeds up metabolism and regulates micro-
blood circulation. It will leave your skin feeling smooth and velvety. 

Duration & Price:  25 min  €100

Spa
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St. Barth Treatments Located on St Barthelemy, one of the most beautiful 

islands of the Caribbean, Ligne Barth cosmetic laboratory is owned and 

run by the Brin family, locals of the island since the 17th century. They 

have employed generations of knowledge to bring together Caribbean 

traditions, modern technology and their own expertise in a seamless 

fashion. Until very recently, these exquisite elixirs from the Caribbean were 

a well-kept secret, known only to a lucky few. Even today, Ligne Barth 

products are only available in select hotels and perfumeries. 

ST. BARTH SENSATION 
This pampering body mask provides the skin with an intensive moisture 

boost, and creates a pleasure for all the senses. Select your favorite scent: 

bourbon vanilla, delicate tiaré flowers or exotic lily. A creamy, silky mask 

is gently applied to your entire body to supply your skin with intensive 

nutrients and lipids from high-quality plant oils. The absorption of the mask 

is intensified by a wonderfully fragrant and relaxing massage of about 25 

minutes. Your entire skin takes on a visibly improved appearance and a 

smooth, velvety texture. 

Duration & Price:  60 min   €165 

St.Barth 
Treatments





ST. BARTH HARMONY 
Enjoy a gentle, relaxing body massage with therapeutic products specially 
tailored to your needs. Choose pure, slightly warmed coconut oil for 
intensive conditioning of dry skin, cold-pressed avocado oil to nourish 
delicate skin, or ivy gel and menthol oil to strengthen tissue and skin 
layers. To round off the experience, let yourself be pampered with a touch 
of the Caribbean. Select your favourite body lotion, with cold-pressed 
avocado oil and the fragrance of pure bourbon vanilla, the Caribbean tiaré 
flower or the feminine scent of the lily. 

Duration & Price:  60 min  €160 

ST. BARTH PURENESS 
Luxuriate in an exceptionally gentle treatment for the face, neck, 
décolletage and hands. Enjoy the fresh fragrances of natural elixirs, 
reminiscent of a colourful Caribbean fruit basket. This tranquil, pampering 
treatment will help you to reach a state of deep relaxation. The high-
quality botanicalbased care products, with natural vitamins and minerals, 
have an intensive cleansing effect and stimulate the natural functioning 
of the skin, which takes on a clear, smooth and fresh appearance. This 
gentle treatment is rounded off with a nourishing hand massage. 

Duration & Price:  80 min €195 

St.Barth 
Treatments

Salon Care
Manicure : 30 min   €65

Pedicure : 40 min    €85



SPA RESERVATIONS
For any enquiries or information regarding the spa, please dial 7640 or press 
the “spa” button on your telephone display. Advance bookings are highly 
recommended to secure your preferred time. Please be informed that our 
hammams are privacy-based and to ensure your privacy, we need you to 
make a reservation to use hammam area.

PREPARATION
We recommend that you leave all jewellery in the safe of your room before 
coming to the spa. The spa will not be held responsible for any valuables lost 
within the spa. For men – please shave prior to all facial treatments to ensure 
maximum results.

ARRIVAL
Please arrive 15 minutes prior to your treatment. We ask all our clients to 
complete a Medical Check Form to ensure you do not have any contradictions 
for your treatment.

SPA BOUTIQUE
A vital part of the Spa Experience is the opportunity to re-create a spa 
regime at home. Our Spa Boutique provides all of the high-end professional 
spa products used within your spa experiences. In addition our Boutique 
offers a wide range of spa amenities, gift sets and unique spa apparel and 
accessories. 

CONSULTATION
We invite you to our spa for a private consultation to determine your needs and 
to allow us to design your treatment experience. Your personalised package 
will be tailor-made with suitable treatments, techniques and products.

CANCELLATION
Please give us a three-hour cancellation notice for all treatments.Cancellations 
within the three-hour notice period will be charged for 50% of the treatment 
price to your room account.

Etiquette
Spa
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